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Former Vice President Joe Biden steps into the election defending his actions and policies with passionate charisma, while Elizabeth Warren pleads sense with logical circularity. President Donald Trump haywire decision-making subsides with the threat of impeachment and the growing accusation by the House Democrats, including Nancy Pelosi, even former Vice President Joe Biden, of violating the U.S. (United States) Constitution barring foreign intervention.

The democratic race is one of passion and intuitionist logic. Where the presidential candidates sort out the logical observation of the nature of American and global politics, to assess their own moral intuitions.

There is no conspicuousness that desperation is subsiding, but all presidential candidates split-mindedness dictates a divided and heated presidential race with differing socio-ideological outlooks. In equal remark, the Republicans remain diffident and quietly reserved. Yet steadfastly confrontational of Joe Biden; including, Senator Bernie
Sanders socialist stance; though social democratic norms has met its permanent demise. There are grounds for mistrust, but prevailing historical policy has led to decision-making that has no bearing to America’s global stature -- though a largely state-capitalist economy that drives international capital and trade.

Ominous as it seems, the candidates are split, more than divided about their earlier decision-making; yet too contingent on their sensibility of character.

Posing accusations of failed policies to Joe Biden, and similarly hypocritical and confrontational claims of misinformation toward the U.S. democratic candidates -- directed by Joe Biden. Where the public is unable to reconcile the candidates, instead they waiver toward the Republican ideological stance. Either sedentary or radically wistful of the 2020 American presidential elections. To the intensity that all candidates bear no difference to contemporary American politics.